
Determined to improve their marketplace, a g roup

of f armer s came together in 1908 to form the

Aurora Elevator Company. Although success was not

guaranteed, chal lenges were overcome with courage,

determination, common sense, and just plain hard work.

Today – a century later – the f armer-owner s of the

Aurora Cooperative maintain these ideals and are

proud to be par t of one of the most successful and

progressive cooperatives in the nation.
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Chances are, the group of 25 farmers that came together

in 1908 to form your cooperative had every intention of

creating the type of vibrant, successful organization that

you own 100 years later.

Certainly they couldn’t have imagined quite how it would

look or how large it would grow, but we’ve no doubt they

would have expected the support and hard work of their

member/owners to drive the co-op’s success well into the future.They were visionaries who responded

to conditions in their marketplace with a sensible plan that would help members be more successful.

Their sweat equity got the co-op off the ground and ensured its early success.

These efforts, backed by sensible planning, continued through the turbulent 1930s, the expansion

of grain storage during the ‘50s, the decision to enter the petroleum business in the late ‘60s, the

mergers and acquisitions in the ‘80s and ‘90s, and continues today as we adapt to the rapid changes

in agriculture with the largest project in the history of the co-op.All of these events are highlighted

in this special report.

Through our 100 years, the farmers and agribusiness people who make up the Aurora Cooperative

Elevator Company have remained steadfastly progressive, adapting as the marketplace evolves,

driving change within the cooperative, and expecting the co-op to work as hard as they do – all while

maintaining the values and integrity the cooperative was founded upon.

As years turned into decades, this business philosophy and determination built a reputation that

has served the co-op well. Our name stands for something and has 100 years of history behind it!

We will never forget that integrity is a cornerstone of our business.

Reaching this significant milestone could never have been possible without the backing of cooperative

members and loyal patrons. We are humbled by your support and know that by maintaining our

founders’ beliefs in doing what’s right and tirelessly serving members, their vision lives on through us.

Thank you.

AU RO R A  C O O P E R AT I V E  S H A R E H O L D E R S  &  PAT RO N S
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President and CEO
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A desire for change.

Local farmers raised $9,800 
and built a 31,000-bushel, 
wood-cribbed elevator in Aurora.

Producers in the Murphy community
raised $7,500 and built a 31,000-
bushel, wood-cribbed elevator.

A 75-barrel-per-day flour mill
was built in Aurora.

The east elevator at Murphy was
acquired. Fire destroyed this
facility in 1949.

Twenty-five individuals wanted to change the price

they were paid for grain. It didn’t seem right to

them that prices at the terminal market were considerably

better than the prices paid to local farmers.

This group of 25 knew that if they wanted to change

the price they received for grain, they would have to

change how it was marketed.The best way to do that:

form a cooperative.

This, of course, is exactly what they did, and on

February 15, 1908, the Aurora Elevator Company

was formed.

In the early 1900s, cooperatives, following a new set of

ideals developed after repeated co-op failures over the

previous 200 years, were rising in popularity. Success

was not guaranteed, however. To be successful, the

cooperative would need to be willing to change with

the times, to continuously work to help members succeed

and, in turn, members would be supportive and loyal.

Following incorporation, the five-member board of

directors set a goal of raising the funds to build a grain

elevator. Within six weeks, $9,800 was raised and in

August 1908, a 31,000-bushel, wood-cribbed elevator

had changed the Aurora skyline. By the end of that first

year, the elevator company handled 128,721 bushels of

grain – much of that was wheat – and saved members

$1,876.19.Accounts receivable stood at $3.

One hundred years later, those figures are hard to

believe. In the early 1900s, though, they meant success.

So much success, in fact, that during the second annual

meeting a favorable discussion led to the agreement

that producers in the Murphy community could join

with the company provided that $7,500 was raised. It

was raised, the two joined, and in 1911 a 31,000-bushel,

wood-cribbed elevator was built in Murphy. By the

end of that year, 304,766 bushels of grain and 1,058

tons of coal were handled by the company. Member

savings totaled $1,531.03.

Change continued two years later when a 75-barrel-

per-day flour mill was built in Aurora. Financed

through withheld dividends and the patronage of area

wheat farmers, the mill remained in operation until 1938.

At that point, it was converted into a grinding/mixing

feed mill in order to better serve members.

The cooperative’s first operating loss occurred in 1920.

The $14,035.33 loss was attributed mostly to railcar

shortages and depressed grain prices. To help finance

the company through the tough times, members of the

board of directors demonstrated their belief in the co-op

by signing personal notes in amounts up to $90,000

until grain could be sold and moved.

In 1929, the company was able to acquire the “east”

elevator at the Murphy location. This expanded storage

capabilities until it burned down in 1949.

Times were tough for farmers and the co-op alike during

much of the 1930s. Crop losses and a bank moratorium

forced expenses to be reduced to a minimum. In 1934,

the Omaha Bank for Cooperatives was organized and
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AT THE END OF ITS FIRST YEAR,THE AURORA ELEVATOR COMPANY HAD HANDLED 128,721 BUSHELS



the company received a loan, putting it back on solid

footing. Nevertheless, the company showed it’s second

operating loss – $5,222.97 – in 1937. This, in part,

prompted closing the flour mill the following year.

Once the flour mill became a feed mill, grain and feed

volumes increased steadily.

Two significant changes occurred in the

cooperative in 1943. First, the company’s

name was officially changed to Aurora

Cooperative Elevator Company. Second,

the articles of incorporation and by-

laws were amended. Patrons who had

not previously been eligible to own stock

were now allowed to earn shares and

participate in patronage refunds. The

result: volumes increased tremendously.

The Omaha Bank for Cooperatives
was organized, providing the
cooperative with an operating
loan during the Great Depression
and widespread drought. 

The flour mill was closed and 
converted to a feed mill. 
Feed volumes increased steadily.

The company’s name was changed
to Aurora Cooperative Elevator
Company, and by-laws were
amended to allow patrons who
could not previously own stock to
earn shares and participate in
patronage refunds.
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OF GRAIN – MOSTLY WHEAT – AND SAVED MEMBERS $1,876.19. ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE STOOD AT $3.
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The original Aurora Cooperative office and flour/feed mill
were symbols of the company until they were torn down in
1965, when the new office was built. A lease for the Murphy
location (top) marked the company’s first expansion.



Building boom.

A 250,000-bushel concrete 
elevator and grain dryer were 
built in Aurora.

A 270,000-bushel concrete annex
to the Aurora elevator was built,
and a 30,000-gallon anhydrous
ammonia tank was set at Murphy
– the first for the company. 

A 30,000-gallon anhydrous tank
was set in Aurora.

Two 400,000-bushel, flat storage
buildings and a 500-bushel-per-
hour dryer were added in Aurora.
A 250,000-bushel elevator was
built at Murphy.

The east elevator at Murphy burned down in 1949,

at the same time farmers were producing more

grain thanks to increased fertilizer and irrigation use.

This created problems for the cooperative because

grain facilities were already not large or fast enough to

handle the abundance of grain.

After much discussion at special stockholder meetings,

the decision was made to build a 250,000-bushel concrete

elevator in Aurora and two 17,000-bushel tanks at

Murphy. The Omaha Bank for Cooperatives financed

half the cost – $80,000 – but the rest of the money had

to be raised locally. In the end, patrons’ equities covered

$40,000 and the additional funds were raised by issuing

interest-bearing certificates.

In 1950, the facilities were built, along with a 350-

bushel-per-hour dryer attached to the concrete elevator

in Aurora.

Five years later, a 270,000-bushel annex was built at Aurora

and a 30,000-gallon anhydrous tank was set at Murphy,

the first for the company. Vance Ulmer, who started

as branch manager at Murphy in 1953, said it was an

exciting time for the cooperative.“It was a big deal when

we brought in that first anhydrous tank,” he said. “We

sold anhydrous for $150 per ton at the time, half of what

others had been selling it for. And we paid patronage

on top of that. It was really good for the local farmers.”

Another 30,000-gallon anhydrous tank was set in

Aurora in 1956.

In 1958, a new 250,000-bushel elevator and 750-bushel-

per-hour dryer were constructed at the Murphy location.

At the same time, two steel flat storage buildings and a

500-bushel-per-hour dryer were added in Aurora.

Another large flat storage building in Aurora in 1959

brought grain storage capacity at the cooperative to 2.5

million bushels, and the company became the second

largest cooperative country elevator in the state.

Ulmer said grain was so plentiful, the company would

load and ship it any way it could. For rail, he said, it

would take an hour to load a car, and they would load

whatever was available, including box cars, cattle cars,

and open hopper cars. “Anything we could get to put

grain in,” he said.

Although a significant jump in grain storage occurred in

the 1950s, the cooperative made a few large investments

in the 1960s.

In 1961, a 100-ton-per-day automated feed mill was

built in Aurora to serve livestock growers in the region.

In 1962, the company had 22 regular and many other

seasonal employees, with a total payroll of about

$130,000. Also at this time, all grain elevator/storage

facilities were paid for. The only debt was on the new

feed mill, which would be paid off in four years.

Stockholders totaled 1,400 and patrons numbered

about 1,800.

Sales volumes in 1962 had reached nearly $3.0 million

yearly. In the 54 years of the company, about $1.0
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AS GRAIN PRODUCTION GREW RAPIDLY, AURORA COOPERATIVE HAD TO GROW TO KEEP PACE.



million had been paid in cash refunds and interest to

stockholders. In two of those 54 years, the company

did not pay interest on capital stock, and only in eight

did it forgo patronage refunds.

In 1965, the old office building and flour mill were

torn down in Aurora and replaced with a new office

building. In addition, a 1,000-ton bulk dry fertilizer

blend plant was built.

Storage capacity expanded in 1967, when

three 425,000-bushel round storage

tanks were built at Murphy. In 1969,

the cooperative merged with the Co-op

Elevator in Marquette.That same year, the

company acquired a service station and

refined fuel and propane equipment from

the Community Oil Company, marking

Aurora Co-op’s entry into the petroleum

business.

A 750,000-bushel, flat storage
building was constructed, making
Aurora Co-op the second-largest
grain elevator company in Nebraska.

A 100-ton-per-day automated
feed mill was built.

The company had 22 full-time
employees, with an annual payroll
of about $130,000 and sales of
$3.0 million. The only debt was on
the new feed mill. Stockholders
totaled 1,400 and patrons numbered
about 1,800.

A new office building was 
constructed, allowing the original
office and flour (feed) mill to be
torn down. 
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BY THE LATE 1950S,THE COOPERATIVE HAD 2.5 MILLION BUSHELS OF STORAGE CAPACITY.
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With the demand for storage growing rapidly, land behind
the original facility was soon filled with a new elevator, an
annex to the elevator (permit, below), and flat storage.



Managing for success .

Merged with the Co-op Elevator in
Marquette and a service station
was purchased from Community
Oil Co. 

Ten jumbo hopper railcars were
acquired, allowing the Aurora
Cooperative name to travel the
country.

An additional 15 railcars were
purchased.

Annual sales surpassed 
$33.0 million.

In addition to continued growth, the 1960s also saw

the retirement of manager Fred E. Hansen in 1965.

Hansen gave the cooperative 39 years of service, starting

as manager in 1926. He was the first long-term manager

who, with support from the board of directors, ran the

company as a business.

Ulmer said Aurora Co-op was successful through

the decades because it had a good board of directors

and good managers. “The board was willing to take

level-headed chances, and so was management,”he said.

“They never went overboard, but gradually moved and

changed with the times.We had the best people in the

world – and faithful members who stuck with us.”

Former board chairman Gene Gustafson, who was on

the board from 1957 to 1975, said many cooperatives

were run by farmers themselves and maybe a manager.

“Aurora Co-op decided early on that board members

couldn’t take turns running the company,” he said.“We

knew as a board that we needed to hire a good manager

and then let him manage.We were fortunate in being

able to do that.”

The company had several managers in the early years –

J.W. Shorthill (1908-1911), Harry Toof (1911-1917),

T.M. Scott (1917-1919), V. Riker (1919-1922), and

Herman Collett (1922-1926).

Hansen, hired in 1926, led the cooperative through the

difficult 1930s and the growth in grain and feed

production for the decades that followed. He also saw

the formation of regional cooperatives. When he

retired, several regional co-ops were consolidating their

operations, a sign of what was to come for local co-ops.

He also saw co-ops working with more private companies.

Gustafson said that was also on the board’s mind when

it looked to replace Hansen. Its choice, Roland White,

started in 1965 and was manager for 19 years before he

retired in 1984.

“Over the years,we have had tremendous business people

as managers that have done a good job of keeping in

touch with what is going on and where things are

going,” Gustafson said.“That helped make the company

successful and built a solid reputation.We were known

for our integrity and doing the right thing. That served

us well over the years and continues today.”

White developed what became known as the “Aurora

Program.” Gustafson said White asked his board of

directors what was on their mind and one of the items was

helping older members receive their deferred patronage.

The Aurora Program was White’s answer – it allowed

patrons, once they turned 65, to receive their equity.

When White moved into retirement, the board was

again faced with finding a manager that would keep

the cooperative’s mission clear and, with the board’s

support, respond to challenges with courage, vision,

and resolve.

“The most important thing that we as a board had to

do was to make sure good management was in place,”

said Ken Reiger, who was a board member from 1974

to 1994 – and was chairman for the last 12 years. “I

always felt we were successful in obtaining the right

people to manage the co-op.”
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White’s replacement was Rodney Schroeder, who was

manager from 1984 to 2002. Current manager George

Hohwieler came on board in 2003.

Board members and managers know the importance of

keeping the cooperative on track, and following in the

footsteps of their predecessors.They also recognize the

importance of change and allowing the co-op to move

forward.“I didn’t leave the board because I wanted to,

but because I was there for 20 years and it was time for

someone else to step up and lead the charge,” Reiger

said. “We felt we had placed the company in good

hands, as far as management is concerned. We gave

management the reins, and they have grown the

company beyond anything I could have expected.”

Reiger added that such success couldn’t have been

possible without the support of farmer members.

“Farmers have always been supportive of the co-op,

encouraging the board and management. Whenever

we took on a project, we had a lot of support from

farmers in the area.We couldn’t have done it without

them,” he said.

A new chemical warehouse was
built. 

A new Aurora Cooperative Service
Center was built. 

Purchased all the facilities of the
Grand Island and Chapman co-ops,
and the Cairo fertilizer plant. 
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TRACK.THEY ALSO RECOGNIZE THE IMPORTANCE OF CHANGE AND THE NEED TO MOVE FORWARD.
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The company’s board recognized early the importance of good
management – and running the cooperative as a business.
One long-time manager, Fred E. Hansen (right), saw the
company through the Great Depression – and the significant
changes during the 1950s and 1960s.



Growth & diversificati

Merged with the Harvard Co-op,
which included facilities in 
Clay Center. 

Purchased Cargill’s facility 
in Aurora. 

The Aurora Cooperative Tire Center
was built. A fertilizer plant in
Doniphan was acquired. 

Purchased the Hannabaum
Elevator facilities in Harvard. 

Aurora Cooperative continued its expansion in

the 1970s. In fact, three round grain storage

tanks and a new 2,500-bushel-per-hour dryer were

added at Murphy in 1970, while three additional

concrete grain storage tanks were built in Marquette.

That same year, the company completed its acquisition

of Big 4 Storage in Marquette.

With all of the new grain storage online, the company

had a total capacity of 5.4 million bushels. To help

move that grain more quickly, the decision was made

to acquire 10 jumbo hopper grain railcars in 1970. In

1973, another 15 railcars were purchased.“We were the

first local co-op to have our name on railcars and have

them running around the country,” Gustafson said.

“It was something.”

The co-op also focused on improving its operations,

equipment, and service. This was demonstrated with

record-breaking savings of more than $2.0 million and

total sales of more than $33.0 million in 1975.

The company’s reputation, built by successful efforts

and the skillful handling of difficult times, would be of

benefit during the 1980s and 1990s, a period that was

difficult for many cooperatives – but a significant era of

growth for Aurora Cooperative.

“We talked with many different cooperatives about

possible mergers,” said Reiger. “Some came to us and

others we went out and bought when lenders pushed

them to sell or merge.We weren’t successful in acquiring

all we had our eye on, but we were on many.”

After building a new service center in Aurora in 1985,

the co-op made two significant investments the following

year: acquiring the Dowd storage facilities in Aurora

and the Farmers Union Co-op Elevator facilities in

Grand Island and Chapman.

In 1988, the company merged with the Harvard Co-op,

which also included facilities in Clay Center. A year

later, the Cargill facility in Aurora was acquired, which

was followed in 1990 with the acquisition of a fertilizer

plant in Doniphan. In 1992, Hannabaum Elevator

facilities in Harvard were acquired.

In its diversified businesses, the company opened a new

tire center in 1990 and a car wash in Aurora in 1991.

It also opened two Ampride convenience stores, one

in Aurora in 1992 and one in Grand Island in 1993,

although these stores were later sold. The company

had 105 full-time and 67 part-time employees with a

payroll of $2.8 million.

Expansion continued in the mid-1990s when the

company built a 280,000-bushel concrete storage tank

in Grand Island in 1995. A fertilizer facility in Wood

River was also built that year. A year later, the Aurora

Cooperative merged with Ong Co-op, which included

facilities in Ong, Sedan, Edgar, and Geneva, and built a

600,000-bushel steel storage bin in Clay Center.
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tion...
Koch Agronomy facilities in Paddock and Clarks were

purchased in 1998.That same year, the company built a

1.2-million-bushel storage bin and two 200,000-bushel

concrete tanks in Sedan. In 1999, the company expanded

to Sodtown, where it built a dry fertilizer plant.

The company had 105 full-time
and 67 part-time employees and
an annual payroll of $2.8 million.

Built a fertilizer facility in 
Wood River. 

Merged with the Ong Co-op, which
included elevators and agronomy
facilities in Ong, Sedan, Edgar,
and Geneva. 

Purchased Koch agronomy facilities
in Paddock and Clarks. 19
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The company’s expertise grew with new technologies in feed,
and diversified with service centers. At the same time, grain 
storage and fertilizer operations expanded dramatically
through mergers, acquisitions, and new construction.



Built a fertilizer plant in Sodtown. Merged with CBA, which included
locations in Hardy, Byron, Chester,
Superior, Hubbell and Republic. Also
acquired Cargill operations in Central
City. Storage capacity reached 35.6
million bushels, and the company
had 207 full-time employees.

Purchased fertilizer facility in
Carleton from Cargill. Online
statement and grain viewing
becomes available.

Technology on Target precision
agronomy program debuts.19
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THE NEW MILLENNIUM DID NOT SLOW THE COMPANY’S DESIRE TO CONTINUE IMPROVING ITS

Although meeting members’ grain storage needs is
vital, other offerings – seed, feed, fuel, and service
(like drilling soybeans, right) – are important 
components of the cooperative’s business today –
and tomorrow.



...for the future.
New 60x100 foot chemical 
warehouse and 300,000-bushel
grain bin are built at the Geneva
location, while two 150,000-
bushel bins are built in Byron.

Merged with the Farmers Union
Cooperative of Howard County,
adding locations in St. Paul and
Dannebrog. E85 fuel becomes
available at the Grand Island
location.

Acquired Cargill’s feed mill in
Grand Island, and Central
Irrigation and Fertilizer Co. of
Henderson becomes an Aurora
Cooperative location.

In 2000, a 600,000-bushel steel storage bin rose in Clay

Center, and the company acquired Cargill’s elevator

and agronomy facilities in Central City. It also merged

with the Cooperative Business Association of Hardy,

which included facilities in Chester, Superior, Hardy,

Byron,and Hubbell in Nebraska,and Republic in Kansas.

The new millennium did not slow the company’s desire

to continue improving its operations – or expansions.

In 2001, the company expanded its hardware and

clothing areas at its Service Center, and set a 60,000-

gallon liquid plant at Sodtown. In addition, a fertilizer

facility in Carleton was acquired from Cargill, and the

company made a leap into the internet era by making

statements and grain viewing available online.

A new chemical warehouse was built at the Geneva

location in 2003.That same year,grain storage expansions

were completed – a 300,000-bushel grain bin at Geneva

and two 150,000-bushel bins at Byron. A 10,000-bushel

per hour receiving leg and fill conveyer were added in

Aurora, helping improve grain handling capabilities.

Other projects included a 1.0-million-gallon liquid

fertilizer storage complex at Paddock and a bulk seed

site at Wood River in 2004, while the Byron location

constructed four bulk seed bins, a new seed and

chemical warehouse and new agronomy offices the

following year. State-of-the art agronomy service

centers were built in Minden and Keene in 2007.

As for growth through mergers and acquisitions, the

company merged with Farmers Union Cooperative

of Howard County, adding locations in St. Paul and

Dannebrog in 2004. Cargill’s feed mill in Grand Island

was acquired in 2005, the same year Central Irrigation

and Fertilizer Company of Henderson became an

Aurora Cooperative location.

In 2006, the company acquired Hillmer Feed Service

in York and the Flag LLC locations, including facilities

in Gibbon and Kearney. It also merged with Keene

Cooperative. In 2007, the company merged with

Upland Cooperative, acquired Fahrenbruch Farm

Center Inc., and began operating the Roseland Ag

Supply Center in Roseland.

All of this – these decades of hard work, dedication,

and expansion – led up to the co-op’s largest endeavor

to date:Aurora West.
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Acquired Hillmer Feed Service in
York, and merged with Keene
Cooperative. Also acquired 
exclusive ownership of the Flag LLC
locations with facilities in Gibbon
and Kearney. Groundbreaking
held for Aurora West.

State-of-the-art agronomy
service centers were built in
Minden and Keene. Merged with
Upland Cooperative, and acquired
Fahrenbruch Farm Center Inc. with
locations in Bertrand and Elwood.
Began operating the Roseland Ag

Supply Center in Roseland. Aurora
West grain facility and dry fertilizer
complex are completed. The 
company has 460 employees, a
grain storage capacity of 38.2
million bushels, and total sales 
of nearly $475.0 million.

The Aurora Cooperative celebrates
100 years.

Challenges present opportunities – provided

individuals or a company has the vision to see

both and the courage to act.

As the Aurora Cooperative saw the quickening pace

of changes in agriculture, it began to examine what

it needed to do to ensure success in the future. For

example, the expanding biofuels sector was changing

where the corn crop went and when. Larger corn

crops were coming – and with them the need for

more efficient methods of handling grain. Demand

for competitively priced crop inputs was increasing.

Storage space for grain was tight.

To respond to these challenges, a number of conversations

were held between the Aurora Cooperative’s management,

board, and patrons. It took studying ideas, listening to

members, and a lot of planning. From the fruits of these

efforts rose a common sense plan balanced by creativity

and boldness: a multi-purpose, 142-acre agribusiness

campus known as Aurora West that became the largest

endeavor in the cooperative’s history. A public

announcement was made in April 2006.

“It took a lot of effort by everyone – patrons, employees,

and the board – to get to Aurora West, to get the pieces

of the puzzle together and make it happen,” said

George Hohwieler, president and chief executive officer.

“The result is certainly innovative and unique to the

state of Nebraska and possibly the country.”

Initial plans for the campus included a 226-million-

gallon-per-year ethanol plant, a state-of-the-art grain

handling facility, a fertilizer complex, and a double loop

railroad system. The rail system will accommodate

grain, fertilizer, ethanol, and distillers grains shipments

by accessing the Burlington Northern-Santa Fe

mainline railroad. In addition, a 75,000-square-foot

warehouse leased by Syngenta Seeds Inc. occupies a

corner of Aurora West and has the ability to hold

500,000 units of seed corn, while Nebraska Energy,

L.L.C.’s 50-million-gallon ethanol plant occupies the

opposite corner.

The focal point of the campus is the 226-million-gallon

corn ethanol plant to be built, owned, and operated

by Aventine Renewable Energy Holdings. Aventine

acquired approximately 86 acres of the Aurora West

site from Aurora Cooperative in the fall of 2006 and

construction on the first phase, for about 113 million

gallons of ethanol production, began in the fall of 2007.

It should come online in early 2009 and, thanks to the

double track rail line, will be able to easily ship ethanol

and dried distillers grains.

The new Aventine ethanol plant is a stone’s throw from

the Nebraska Energy plant. Nebraska Energy, L.L.C., is

majority owned by Aventine, with Aurora Cooperative

holding shares in Nebraska Energy Cooperative, which

is the minority partner. It opened in 1994.

As with Nebraska Energy, L.L.C., Aurora Cooperative

will be the exclusive grain supplier to the new ethanol

facility, providing a new, stable market for patrons and

customers. The cooperative will also market much of

the ethanol co-products produced at the site, providing

more feed options for nearby livestock operations.

As for Aurora Cooperative, its investments on the

campus include the new grain terminal, a dry fertilizer
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AURORA COOPERATIVE RESPONDED TO THE QUICKENING PACE OF CHANGES IN AGRICULTURE



complex,and shared investments in the double-rail system,

overpass road infrastructure, and site development.The

city of Aurora also partnered in the project through

annexation and TIF financing.

“The facilities planned and built by the Aurora

Cooperative at the Aurora West campus will allow us

to better serve patrons and customers – and provide

important efficiencies during these exciting times in

agriculture,” Hohwieler said. “It is important to

continuously assess, make improvements, and move

forward. Aurora West helps Aurora Cooperative do

just that.”
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WITH AURORA WEST – THE LARGEST PROJECT IN THE HISTORY OF THE COMPANY.
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Weather couldn’t slow progress
on the 24,000-ton dry fertilizer

complex in Aurora West. The first
65-car unit train of product

arrived on September 20, 2007.



To supply the approximately 100 million bushels of

corn needed each year once the new ethanol

plant is fully operational, Aurora Cooperative built a

grain facility with an initial capacity of about 1 million

bushels – and plenty of room to expand. Important

features include conveyers that automate corn delivery

to the ethanol plants 24/7 and the ability to load and

unload shuttle trains.

Construction on the new grain terminal, which is

designed to handle up to 60,000 bushels per hour,

began in the summer of 2006. On November 13, 2006,

the westward skyline view from Aurora began to

change for good as six 42-foot diameter concrete silos

rose from the ground to their final 140-foot height in

just six days.The six silos, and two interstice silos, stand

on 475 cast pilings that are 16 inches in diameter and

65 feet deep.About 250 tons of reinforcement bar was

used in the silos as they moved skyward.Two crews of

58 workers on 12-hour shifts worked 24 hours a day

during this time.

Efforts continued through winter and a wet spring,

with grain handling equipment, driveways, and other

automated systems being installed, including radio

frequency identification cards that producers swipe at a

kiosk to identify their account and other information.

The new grain facility took its first load of corn on

October 2, 2007, with board chairman Bill Schuster

making the first delivery. He swiped his RFID card and

had his load of corn probed 200 feet from the scale,

which reduces necessary tasks at the scale. Once

weighed, he pulled into one of the four enclosed dump

bays, which are ventilation controlled to prevent dust

from escaping, and dumped the load of corn in less

than a minute.

“The grain terminal is an incredible accomplishment,”

Schuster said. “The contractors and employees who

worked so hard on this facility should certainly be proud.”

At the same time systems were going in on the new

grain terminal, the cooperative’s 24,000-ton dry fertilizer

complex was taking shape. Despite bothersome rains,

progress was made quickly on the facility, which

includes 1,200-ton-per-hour receiving, 600-ton-

per-hour unloading, and 200-ton-per-hour unloading

blended product capabilities.

At 7:30 a.m. on September 20, 2007, the fertilizer

complex received its first 65-car unit train of product.

Unloading, which requires only a crew of three, took

less than 15 hours, although once in position, each

railcar can unload in about five minutes.

The facility can also receive product from trucks, but

most will come via rail.

“Aurora West is the start of a visionary, ag-bio research,

and development campus,” said Hohwieler, “a campus

that has potential for things the members of this great

cooperative haven’t even dreamed of yet.”
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AURORA WEST ALLOWS THIS CENTURY-OLD, PRODUCER-OWNED COMPANY TO COMBINE CREATIVITY



From left: Gary Warren, local 
businessman and community 
representative; Bill Hunter III,
Syngenta Seeds Phillips Plant
Manager; Aurora Cooperative
Chairman of the Board 
Bill Schuster; Nebraska Governor
Dave Heineman; Aurora
Cooperative President and CEO
George Hohwieler; Aventine
Renewable Energy, Inc., 
President and CEO Ron Miller;
Director of Nebraska Department
of Economic Development 
Richard Baier

Groundbreaking at the 142-acre agribusiness campus known as Aurora West
occurred on September 7, 2006. Thirteen months later, the grain terminal was in
full operation, accepting grain from the record 2007 harvest.
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AND BOLDNESS. IT’S A CONTEMPORARY PROJECT BY A PROGRESSIVE COOPERATIVE.
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• Ashton
• Aurora 
• Bertrand
• Blue Hill 
• Byron 

• Cairo 
• Carleton 
• Central City 
• Chapman 
• Chester 

• Clarks 
• Clay Center 
• Dannebrog
• Doniphan 
• Edgar 

• Eldorado
• Elwood
• Geneva 
• Gibbon
• Giltner

AURORA COOPERATIVE LOCATIONS:

Two years after farmers in Aurora

founded the Aurora Cooperative,

farmers in nearby Murphy asked to join.

This was the company’s first expansion

outside of Aurora – and the last for more

than 50 years.

Although numerous storage, fertilizer,

and feed facilities were added in Aurora

and Murphy during that time, the next

expansion didn’t occur until 1969, when

the Aurora Cooperative and the Co-op

Elevator in Marquette merged. For the

next 16 years, the company again focused

on its businesses and operations in those

communities.

In 1985, however, mergers and acquisitions

began to occur more frequently and the

Aurora Cooperative name began to

gradually spread across Nebraska and into

Kansas. On the anniversary of its 100th

year in business, the company now serves

members and patrons in 41 communities.



• Grand Island 
• Hardy 
• Harvard
• Henderson
• Hubbell

• Kearney
• Keene 
• Marquette 
• Minden
• Murphy

• Ong 
• Paddock
• Republic
• Roseland 
• Sedan 

• Sodtown
• St. Paul
• Superior 
• Upland
• Wood River
• York
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605 12th Street • Aurora, NE 68818 • 402-694-2106 • 800-642-6795 • www.auroracoop.com

Making it official.
Aurora Cooperative was formed in February 1908,with the original

articles of incorporation being reproduced, filed with the state,
and published in the local newspaper shortly thereafter.

In this newspaper notice of the incorporation, the five original board
members – J.L. Evans, R.L. Mabon, H.E.Toof,T.M. Scott, and D.M.
Walker – were identified as signing the articles of incorporation in the
presence of J.H. Grosvenor, the county attorney and notary public,
on March 30, 1908. The articles of incorporation were published in
The Aurora Republican for four weeks in May 1908 at a cost of $30.

Filing the articles of incorporation with the state of Nebraska cost an
additional $20.75.This receipt, from Geo. C. Junkin, Secretary of the
Department of State, is dated April 8, 1908.The articles of incorporation
were sent to the Secretary of State on March 30 of that year with a
money order for $11.50. A letter from Junkin to H.E.Toof, however,
pointed out the correct fees for filing and recording and that a balance
of $9.25 was due.After double checking the math – on the bottom of
the letter – Toof sent the balance due, and the initial paperwork with
the state was complete.


